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GEODESIC ORBIT FINSLER SPACE
WITH K ≥ 0 AND THE (FP) CONDITION
MING XU
Abstract. In this paper, we study the interaction between the geodesic orbit (g.o. in
short) property and certain flag curvature conditions. A Finsler manifold is called
g.o. if each constant speed geodesic is the orbit of a one-parameter subgroup. Besides
the non-negatively curved condition, we also concern the (FP) condition for the flag
curvature, i.e., in any flag we can find a flag pole, such that the flag curvature is
positive. The main theorem we will prove is the following. If a g.o. Finsler space
(M,F ) has non-negative flag curvature and satisfies the (FP) condition, then M
must be compact. Further more, if we present M as G/H where G has a compact
Lie algebra, then we have the rank inequality rkg ≤ rkh + 1. As an application of
the main theorem, we prove that any even dimensional g.o. Finsler space which has
non-negative flag curvature and satisfies the (FP) condition must be a smooth coset
space admitting positively curved homogeneous Riemannian or Finsler metrics.
Mathematics Subject Classification (2010): 22E46, 53C22, 53C60.
Key words: flag curvature, geodesic orbit Finsler space, homogeneous Finsler
space, homogeneous geodesic, non-negatively curved condition, (FP) condition
1. Introduction
A homogeneous Riemannian manifold is called a g.o. space, i.e., a geodesic orbit space,
if any geodesic is the orbit of a one-parameter subgroup of isometries. This notion
was introduced by O. Kowalski and L. Vanhecke in 1991 [22], as a generalization of
the naturally reductive homogeneity. Geodesic orbit Riemannian manifolds have been
studied extensively. See for example [1, 2, 4, 9, 13, 15, 16] and the references therein.
In Finsler geometry, g.o. space defined by S. Deng and Z. Yan [37] and its subclasses,
normal homogeneous Finsler spaces, δ-homogeneous Finsler spaces, etc., have also been
studied in recent years. See for example [29, 30, 28, 32, 36].
Totally geodesic submanifold and Finslerian submersion provide important tech-
niques for studying the flag curvature in homogeneous Finsler geometry [33, 35]. For
g.o. Finsler spaces, these techniques can be refined to be more powerful (see [32] and
the discussion in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3). They help us explore the interactions
between the g.o. property and many different flag curvature properties.
The flag curvature properties we will discuss in this paper include not only the non-
negatively curved condition, i.e., all flag curvatures are non-negative, but also the (FP)
condition (or the flagwise positively curved condition), i.e., in each flag we can find a
flag pole such that the flag curvature is positive (see Definition 2.1 in Section 2).
The notion of the (FP) condition was introduced in [27, 31]. Though it is equivalent
to the positively curved condition when F is Riemannian, generally speaking it is much
weaker in Finsler geometry [27]. However, we believe that the combination of the non-
negatively curved condition and the (FP) condition is an interesting approximation to
the positively curved condition, and some important geometric or topological properties
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of positively curved homogeneous Finsler spaces [14] might be satisfied by flagwise
positively and non-negatively curved homogeneous Finsler spaces.
It is well known that the compactness (i.e. Bonnet-Myers theorem [7]) and the
rank inequality [12, 26] are among the most fundamental and important properties
of positively curved homogeneous manifolds. So we were enlightened to propose the
following two questions (see Problem 4.1 and Problem 4.2 in [31]).
Question 1.1. Let (M,F ) be a connected homogeneous Finsler manifold which has
non-negative flag curvature and satisfies the (FP) condition. Can we prove the com-
pactness for M?
Question 1.2. Let (G/H,F ) be a connected homogeneous Finsler space which has non-
negative flag curvature and satisfies the (FP) condition. Suppose G is quasi-compact,
i.e. it has a compact Lie algebra. Can we prove the rank inequality rkg ≤ rkh+ 1?
In this paper, we will answer these two questions from the positive side for g.o. Finsler
spaces, by the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3. Assume that (M,F ) with dimM > 1 is a connected g.o. Finsler space
which has non-negative flag curvature and satisfies the (FP) condition, then M is com-
pact. If we present M = G/H in which G is quasi-compact, then we have the rank
inequality rkg ≤ rkh+ 1, where g and h are the Lie algebras of G and H respectively.
When (M,F ) is normal homogeneous or δ-homogeneous, the proof of Theorem 1.3
is much easier (see Theorem 4.2 in [36]). But here we need more delicate and compli-
cated usage of the Lie theories (Section 2.5) and the techniques from totally geodesic
submanifolds (Section 3.2) and Finslerian submersions (Section 3.3), and the case by
case discussion for a special class of non-negatively curved g.o. Finsler spaces (Section
4).
As an application of Theorem 1.3, we prove that any even dimensional flagwise pos-
itively and non-negatively curved connected g.o. Finsler space is a compact coset space
admitting positively curved homogeneous Riemannian or Finsler metric (see Corollary
5.5 at the end). Unfortunately, this is not a complete classification because we do not
know if the three Wallach spaces, SU(3)/T 2, Sp(3)/Sp(1)3 and F4/Spin(8) [26], ad-
mit g.o. Finsler metrics which have non-negative flag curvature and satisfy the (FP)
condition.
With the tools accumulated from Lie theory and geometry, we expect more ques-
tions to be asked and studied for non-negatively curved g.o. Finsler spaces, or more
generally, for all non-negatively curved homogeneous Finsler spaces (see Question 4.2
and Question 4.3 in Section 4).
This paper is organized as following. In Section 2, we summarize some basic knowl-
edge on Finsler geometry and Lie theory. In Section 3, we recall the notion of g.o.
Finsler space and discuss the totally geodesic and submersion techniques for it. In
Section 4, we consider a special class of non-negatively curved g.o. Finsler spaces as
the preparation for proving Theorem 1.3. In Section 5, we prove Theorem 1.3 and its
corollary.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we summarize some fundamental knowledge on Finsler geometry and
Lie theory. Unless otherwise specified, in this paper we only discuss connected smooth
manifolds which dimension is bigger than 1.
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2.1. Finsler metric and Minkowski norm. A Finsler metric on a manifoldM with
dimM = m > 0 is a continuous function F : TM → [0,∞) satisfying the following
conditions for any standard local coordinates (x, y) ∈ TM , where x = (xi) ∈ M and
y = yj∂xj ∈ TxM :
(1) The restriction of F to TM\0 is a positive smooth function;
(2) For any λ ≥ 0 and y ∈ TxM , F (x, λy) = λF (x, y);
(3) When y 6= 0, the Hessian matrix (gFij(x, y)) = (∂2yiyj [F 2]/2) is positive definite.
We will also call the pair (M,F ) a Finsler manifold or a Finsler space.
The Hessian matrix (gFij(x, y)) for a Finsler metric F defines an inner product at the
nonzero vector y ∈ TxM , i.e.,
〈u, v〉Fy = uivjgFij(x, y) =
1
2
∂2
∂s∂t
[F 2(y + su+ tv)]|s=t=0, (2.1)
for any u = ui∂xi and v = v
j∂xj in TxM . We call 〈·, ·〉Fy the fundamental tensor
and simply denoted it as gFy sometimes. A Finsler metric F is Riemannian iff g
F
y for
y ∈ TxM is only relevant to the point x ∈M .
The restriction of a Finsler metric F to each tangent space TxM is called aMinkowski
norm. Minkowski norm can be abstractly defined on any real vector space V with
0 < dimV < ∞ by similar conditions as (1)-(3) above, and we call the pair (V, F )
a Minkowski space. The fundamental tensor for a Minkowski norm can be similarly
defined by (2.1).
See [7, 10, 25] for more details.
2.2. Flag curvature and the (FP) condition. Let (M,F ) be a Finsler space, and
consider any flag triple (x, y,P) of it, where x is a point on M , the flag P is a tangent
plane in TxM and the flag pole y is a nonzero vector in P. Then the flag curvature for
this flag triple is defined by
KF (x, y,P) =
〈RFy u, u〉Fy
〈y, y〉Fy 〈u, u〉Fy − 〈y, u〉Fy 〈y, u〉Fy
,
in which RFy : TxM → TxM is the Riemann curvature (see [7] for its explicit formula
by standard local coordinates), and u is any vector in P such that P = span{y, u}.
Generally speaking, the flag curvature in Finsler geometry depends on the flag triple
but not the vector u. When the metric is Riemannian, the flag curvature coincides with
the sectional curvature and depend on x and P only.
We call a Finsler space positively curved (or non-negatively curved) if the flag curva-
ture for any triple is positive (or non-negative, respectively).
By definition, flag curvature in Finsler geometry is a natural generalization of sec-
tional curvature in Riemannian geometry. However, it is much more local a geometric
quantity. So we may propose the following variation for the positively curved condition,
which is called the flagwise positively curved condition or the (FP) condition [31].
Definition 2.1. We call a Finsler space (M,F ) flagwise positively curved or satisfying
the (FP) condition, if for any x ∈ M and any tangent plane P ⊂ TxM , we can find a
nonzero vector y ∈ P, such that KF (x, y,P) > 0.
The trace of the Riemann curvature RFy : TxM → TxM is also an important geo-
metric quantity in Finsler geometry, called the Ricci scalar, and denoted as Ric(x, y) =
TrRFy . Using flag curvature, Ricci scalar can be presented as following. If we take any
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gFy -orthonormal basis {u1, . . . , um−1} for the gFy -orthogonal complement of a nonzero
tangent vector y in TxM , and the tangent planes Pi = span{y, ui}, then we have
Ric(x, y) = F 2(x, y)
m−1∑
i=1
KF (x, y,Pi).
So any non-negatively curved Finsler space must have non-negative Ricci scalar.
See [7, 10, 25] for more details.
2.3. Finslerian Submersion. In [3], J.C. A´lvarez Paiva and C.E. Dura´n introduced
the notion of Finslerian submersion.
A linear endomorphism l : (V1, F1) → (V2, F2) between two Minkowski spaces is
called a linear submersion, if l maps the F1-unit ball in V1 onto the F2-unit ball in V2.
A smooth map f : (M1, F1) → (M2, F2) between two Finsler spaces is called a
Finslerian submersion (or simply submersion) if its tangent map f∗ : (TxM1, F1(x, ·))→
(Tf(x)M2, F2(f(x), ·) is a linear submersion everywhere [3].
When the submersion f : (M1, F1) → (M2, F2) is surjective, the metric F2 can be
uniquely determined by f and F1. The existence of F2 can be insured by the following
lemma sometimes (see Lemma 2.4 in [32]).
Lemma 2.2. Assume that the Finsler space (M,F ) admits the isometric G-action for
some Lie group G and the orbit space G\M is a smooth manifold such that the natural
projection pi :M → G\M is a smooth map. Then we can find a unique Finsler metric
F ′ on G\M , such that pi : (M,F )→ (G\M,F ′) is a submersion.
Horizonal lifting is a crucial notion in the study of submersion. For a linear sub-
mersion l : (V1, F1)→ (V2, F2), any vector v2 ∈ V2\{0} has a unique horizonal lifting
v1 ∈ V2\ ker l defined by l(v1) = v2 and F1(v1) = F2(v2).
For a submersion between two Finsler spaces, f : (M1, F1)→ (M2, F2) with f(x1) =
x2, any smooth curve c2(t) with c2(0) = x2 on (M2, F2) has a unique horizonal lifting
at x1, i.e., a smooth curve c1(t) with c1(0) = x1 on (M1, F1), such that for each t, c˙1(t)
is the horizonal lifting of c˙2(t), for the linear submersion f∗ : (Tc1(t)M1, F1(c1(t), ·)) →
(Tc2(t)M2, F2(c2(t), ·)). It is an important observation that the horizonal lifting of a
constant speed geodesic is geodesic with the same constant speed.
For a submersion f : (M1, F1) → (M2, F2), the horizonal lifting of a flag triple can
be similarly defined. Its importance is revealed by the following generalization for the
classical O’Neill formula [3].
Theorem 2.3. For any flag triple (x2, y2,P2) of (M2, F2) in the submersion f :
(M1, F1) → (M2, F2), and any x1 ∈ f−1(x2), horizonal lifting provides a unique flag
triple (x1, y1,P1) of (M1, F1), and we have K
F1(x1, y1,P1) ≤ KF2(x2, y2,P2).
We will frequently use the following immediate corollary of Theorem 2.3.
Lemma 2.4. Let f : (M1, F1) → (M2, F2) be a surjective Finslerian submersion.
Suppose that (M1, F1) has positive or non-negative flag curvature, then so does (M2, F2)
respectively.
2.4. Totally geodesic Finsler submanifold. Let M ′ be a submanifold in a Finsler
space (M,F ). The restriction F (x, ·)|TxM ′ of the Minkowski norm F (x, ·) at each
x ∈M ′ defines a Finsler metric F |M ′ on M ′. We call (M ′, F |M ′) a Finsler submanifold
in (M,F ).
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We call the submanifoldM ′ or (M ′, F ) totally geodesic in a (M,F ) if for any x ∈M ′
and any nonzero vector y ∈ TxM ′, the constant speed geodesic c(t) on (M,F ) with
c(0) = x and c˙(0) = y is contained in M ′ [29]. For example, each connected component
of the common fixed point set for a family of isometries is a closed totally geodesic
submanifold [35]. Notice that the common zero point set for a family of Killing vector
fields can be viewed as the common fixed point set for the isometries they generate.
There are several equivalent descriptions for a totally geodesic submanifold.
The geodesics on (M ′, F |M ′) can be similarly defined as on the ambient space, by a
local minimizing principle for the arc length functional. The submanifold M ′ is totally
geodesic in (M,F ) iff any geodesic on (M ′, F |M ′) is also a geodesic on (M,F ).
In this paper, we only discuss geodesics with positive constant speeds (i.e., constant
speed geodesics), which can be equivalently described as following. The non-constant
smooth curve c(t) is a constant speed geodesic on (M,F ) iff (c(t), c˙(t)) is the integration
curve of the geodesic spray GM , which is a globally defined smooth tangent vector
field on TM\0 (see [7] for its explicit description by standard local coordinates). For
the Finsler submanifold (M ′, F |M ′), we have another geodesic spray GM ′ on TM ′\0.
By fundamental knowledge on ordinary differential equations, it is easy to prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.5. The following statements are equivalent for the submanifold M ′ in a
Finsler space (M,F ):
(1) M ′ is totally geodesic in (M,F );
(2) The restriction of GM to TM
′\0 is a tangent vector field on TM ′\0;
(3) The restriction of GM to TM
′\0 coincides with GM ′.
Totally geodesic submanifolds provide a crucial technique in the study of the flag
curvature because of the following easy lemma (see Proposition 5 in [29]).
Lemma 2.6. Let (M ′, F |M ′) be a totally geodesic Finsler submanifold in the Finsler
space (M,F ) with dimM ′ > 1. Then for any flag triple (x, y,P) of the totally geodesic
Finsler submanifold (M ′, F |M ′), we have KF (x, y,P) = KF |M′ (x, y,P).
It follows Lemma 2.6 that if (M,F ) has positive flag curvature, has non-negative flag
curvature or satisfies the (FP) condition, so does (M ′, F |M ′) respectively.
2.5. Some basic knowledge on Lie theory. Let G be any connected Lie group with
the Lie algebra g = Lie(G). The radical rad(g) and the nilradical nil(g) are the maximal
solvable ideal and the maximal nilpotent ideal of g respectively. They generate closed
connected normal subgroups Rad(G) and Nil(G) respectively (see Proposition 16.2.2
in [21]). By Corollary 5.4.15 in [21], we have [rad(g), g] ⊂ nil(g).
There exists a semi-simple subalgebra s of g, such that we have a linear decomposition
g = rad(g) + s, called a Levi decomposition (see Theorem 5.6.6 in [21]). The Levi
subalgebra s is unique up to Nil(G)-conjugations (see Theorem 5.6.13 in [21]). We
further decompose s as a Lie algebra direct sum s = sc ⊕ snc, where sc and snc are the
compact and non-compact part of s respectively.
We call the connected Lie group G or its Lie algebra g real reductive, if we have a Lie
algebra direct sum g = c(g)⊕ gc⊕ gnc in which gc and gnc are the semi-simple ideals of
compact and non-compact types respectively. We call gu the compact dual of the real
reductive Lie algebra g, if gu = c(g)⊕ gc ⊕ gunc where gunc is a compact dual of gnc. We
denote gnc = knc + pnc the Cartan decomposition for gnc, i.e., it satisfies [knc, pnc] ⊂ ppc
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and [pnc, pnc] ⊂ knc, then gunc = knc+
√−1pnc is the Cartan decomposition for a compact
dual gunc of gnc [17]. If we have gnc = 0 for a real reductive g, we call g a compact Lie
algebra and G a quasi-compact Lie group.
The rank of g, denoted as rkg, is the real dimension of a Cartan subalgebra in g. In
particular, we have rkg = rkgu = dim g0 + rkgc + rkgnc for a real reductive g and its
compact dual.
We call a subgroup H compactly imbedded in G, if its image Adg(H) ⊂ Inng =
G/C(G) has a compact closure. Similarly, we call a subalgebra h compactly imbedded
if the connected subgroup H it generates in G is compactly imbedded. A maximal
compactly imbedded subgroup K in G is a closed subgroup, and by Theorem 14.1.3 in
[21], it is unique up to Ad(G)-conjugations. So for any compactly imbedded subgroup
H of G, we can find a maximal compactly imbedded subgroupK such thatH ⊂ K ⊂ G.
2.6. Homogeneous Finsler space. A connected Finsler space (M,F ) is called ho-
mogeneous if some connected Lie group G acts isometrically and transitively on (M,F )
[11]. In later discussion, we usually present a homogeneous Finsler space as (G/H,F ).
Here H is the isotropy subgroup at o = eH ∈ G/H. We denote g and h the Lie algebras
of G and H respectively.
If the G-action on G/H is effective, i.e., G is a subgroup of the connected isometry
group I0(G/H,F ), H is compactly imbedded in G. Furthermore, if G is a closed
subgroup of I0(G/H,F ), H is compact itself.
These basic observations imply that we can always find an Ad(H)-invariant linear
direct sum g = h + m, which is called a reductive decomposition. For example, when
the G-action on (G/H,F ) is effective, the restriction of the Killing form Bg of g to h
is non-degenerate, so the Bg-orthogonality provides a special reductive decomposition
g = h+m satisfying nil(g) ⊂ m (see Lemma 2 and Remark 1 in [24]).
Given a reductive decomposition g = h + m for the homogeneous Finsler space
(G/H,F ), the subspace m can be identified with the tangent space at o = eH, such
that the Ad(H)-action on m coincides with the isotropy H-action on To(G/H). The
G-invariant Finsler metric F is one-to-one determined by its restriction to To(G/H),
i.e., an Ad(H)-invariant Minkowski norm on m [11].
For any u ∈ g, we denote u = uh + um with uh ∈ h and um ∈ m the decomposition of
u, and prh(u) = uh and prm(X) = um the corresponding linear projections, for a given
reductive decomposition g = h+m.
The flag curvature of homogeneous Finsler space is an important topic which has been
extensively studied in recent years [14, 19]. The general homogeneous flag curvature
formula was given in [18]. However, for a globally symmetric Finsler space (G/H,F )
[11], the flag curvature formula can be much simplified as following.
Lemma 2.7. Assume that the homogeneous Finsler space (G/H,F ) admits a Cartan
decomposition, i.e., a reductive decomposition g = h+m satisfying [m,m] ⊂ h, then for
any linearly independent pair u, v ∈ m = To(G/H) and the tangent plane they span, we
have
KF (o, u,R) =
〈[[v, u], v], u〉Fu
〈u, u〉Fu 〈v, v〉Fu − 〈u, v〉Fu 〈u, v〉Fu
.
In particular, we see immediately that any globally symmetric Finsler space (G/H,F )
which rank is bigger than 1 does not satisfy the (FP) condition, because we can find
a commutative subalgebra P ⊂ m = To(G/H) with respect to a Cartan decomposition
for G/H, such that KF (o, u,P) = 0 for any nonzero vector u ∈ P.
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When (G/H,F ) is a globally symmetric Finsler space of non-compact type, i.e., g is
a semi-simple Lie algebra of non-compact type and h is maximal compactly imbedded
in g, it is not hard to prove by Theorem 5.8 in [11] or Lemma 2.7 that (G/H,F ) has
non-positive flag curvature and negative Ricci scalar. So in this case (G/H,F ) can not
be non-negatively curved.
3. Some techniques for studying g.o. Finsler space
3.1. Homogeneous geodesic and g.o. Finsler space. Let (M,F ) be a connected
Finsler space on which a connected Lie group G acts isometrically. We call a non-
constant geodesic c(t) G-homogeneous, if c(t) = exp tw · x for some w ∈ g = Lie(G)
and x ∈ M . It is obvious to see that any G-homogeneous geodesic c(t) has a positive
constant speed. We call (M,F ) a G-geodesic orbit Finsler space (G-g.o. Finsler space in
short) if each constant speed geodesic on (M,F ) is G-homogeneous [37]. If the group G
has not been specified, the connected isometry group I0(M,F ) is automatically chosen.
Since any connected G-g.o. Finsler space (M,F ) is a homogeneous Finsler space on
which G acts isometrically and transitively, we may present it as (M,F ) = (G/H,F ), in
which H is the isotropy subgroup at o = eH ∈ G/H. We call X ∈ g a G-geodesic vector
if exp tX · o is a non-constant geodesic. When G ⊂ I0(M,F ), i.e., G acts effectively on
M , we can find a reductive decomposition g = h + m. Reformulating Proposition 3.1
in [28], we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let (G/H,F ) be a homogeneous Finsler space with a reductive decompo-
sition g = h + m. Then for any G-geodesic vector w ∈ g, prm(w) is a nonzero vector
in m, and (G/H,F ) is a G-g.o. Finsler space iff the linear projection prm maps the
subset of all G-geodesic vectors onto m\{0}. Further more, the following statements
are equivalent for a nonzero vector u ∈ m:
(1) There exists some G-geodesic vector w, such that prm(w) = u;
(2) There exists some v ∈ h such that 〈[u+ v,m]m, u〉Fu = 0;
(3) The spray vector field η(·) is tangent to the Ad(H)-orbit at u.
Here the spray vector field η : m\{0} → m for a homogeneous Finsler space G/H
with a reductive decomposition g = h+m is defined by
〈η(y), u〉Fy = 〈y, [u, y]m〉Fy , ∀u ∈ m, (3.2)
where 〈·, ·〉Fy is the fundamental tensor for the Ad(H)-invariant Minkowski norm F (o, ·)
on m [18].
Notice that the same Finsler space (M,F ) may have g.o. properties with respect
to different isometric group actions. For example, the standard Riemannian metric on
a unit sphere Sn(1) is G-g.o. for any connected subgroup G ⊂ SO(n + 1) which acts
transitively on Sn(1) [8, 23].
A Finsler space (M,F ) is G-g.o. iff it is G′-g.o. in which G′ is the image of G in
I(M,F ). Generally speaking, the smaller is g′ = Lie(G′), the stronger is the corre-
sponding G-g.o. property.
In a previous work, we have proved the following lemma (see Lemma 4.2 in [28]).
Lemma 3.2. Let (G/H,F ) be a connected G-geodesic orbit space, and X a smooth
vector field on G/H commuting with all the Killing vector fields in g = Lie(G), then X
is a Killing vector field on (G/H,F ).
Lemma 3.2 can be applied to discuss the following simple example.
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Lemma 3.3. Assume that the connected Lie group G admits a left invariant Finsler
metric F which is g.o. with respect to G = L(G) for all the left multiplications, then F
is bi-invariant and G has a compact Lie algebra.
Proof. Killing vector fields on (G,F ) in the Lie algebra of L(G) are right invariant
vector fields on G. Let X be any left invariant vector field on G. Since X commutes
with all right invariant vector fields on G, by Lemma 3.2, X is also a Killing vector
field on (G,F ). So F is bi-invariant, and then F (e, ·) is an Ad(G)-invariant Minkowski
norm on g = Lie(G). By an averaging process, we can use F (e, ·) to construct an
Ad(G)-invariant inner product on g [29]. So g is compact, which ends the proof of this
lemma.
3.2. Totally geodesic techniques. We have mentioned that fixed point sets of isome-
tries provide totally geodesic submanifolds, so they are crucial for studying the flag cur-
vature in Finsler geometry. This technique is also important for studying the g.o. man-
ifolds because of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a connected Lie group, (G/H,F ) be a connected G-g.o. Finsler
space, and L a subset in H. Then Fixo(L,G/H), the connected component of the fixed
point set of L in G/H containing o = eH, is a totally geodesic submanifold in (G/H,F ),
and the submanifold metric F |Fixo(L,G/H) is a G′-g.o. Finsler metric, in which G′ is
the identity component of the centralizer CG(L) of L in G.
Notice that if L is a closed connected subgroup of H, the group G′ in Lemma 3.4
can be replaced by the quotient Lie group G′/L.
Lemma 3.4 is a reformulation of Lemma 3.4 in [32]. To be more self contained, we
briefly sketch its proof here.
It is obvious that Fixo(L,G/H) is totally geodesic in (G/H,F ), with an isometric
G′-action.
To prove the G′-g.o. property, we may simply assume L is a closed subgroup in H.
For any geodesic of positive constant speed c(t) on Fixo(L,G/H), we may present it
as c(t) = exp(tX) · x for some X ∈ g. We can average Ad(g)X for all g ∈ L, to get a
vector X ∈ g′ = Lie(G′) = cg(L) which still satisfies c(t) = exp(tX) · x. Then the claim
of the G′-g.o. property is proved.
To make the averaging argument precise, we need to switch to the closure L of L in
I0(G/H,F ). Then the Ad(L)-actions preserves g. Further more L is compact, so we
can find a bi-invariant volume form dVol on L with
∫
L dVol = 1. Then for any X ∈ g,
the average X =
∫
g∈LAd(g)XdVolL meets our requirement.
In [32], we have also proved the following totally geodesic technique.
Lemma 3.5. Let (G/H,F ) be a connected G-g.o. Finsler space in which both G and H
are connected, and G′ a connected subgroup of G containing H, then G′/H is a totally
geodesic submanifold in (G/H,F ), and a G′-g.o. Finsler space itself.
Lemma 3.5 is a generalization of Proposition 1.9 in [15]. The connectedness assump-
tions for H and G′ in this lemma is only for the convenience in later discussion, and
not necessary.
Let us briefly recall its proof, which can be easily reduced to the situation that the
G-action on G/H is effective. Then we fix a Bg-orthogonal Ad(H)-invariant linear
decomposition g = h+m′ +m′′, such that g′ = Lie(G′) = h+m′.
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The geodesic spray G(x, y) for (G/H,F ) can be determined by the spray vector
field η(·) with respect to the reductive decomposition g = h + m = h + (m′ + m′′) for
(G/H,F ). Since (G/H,F ) is G-g.o., by Lemma 3.1, η(y) is tangent to Ad(H)y for any
nonzero vector y ∈ m′. So we have η(m′\{0}) ⊂ m′. It is easy to check that in this
situation η|m′\{0} coincides with the spray vector field of (G′/H,F |G′/H), with respect
to the reductive decomposition g′ = h + m′. Applying Lemma 3.1, we see (G′/H,F ′)
is G′-g.o.. Meanwhile, because η(m′\{0}) ⊂ m′, we see that the geodesic spray G(x, y)
of (G/H,F ) is tangent to T (G′/H)\0 when x = o. By homogeneity and Lemma 2.5,
(G′/H,F ′) is totally geodesic in (G/H,F ).
3.3. Submersion techniques. In [32], we have proved the following submersion tech-
nique for g.o. Finsler space.
Lemma 3.6. Let (G/H,F ) be a connected G-g.o. Finsler space where G is a closed
subgroup of I0(G/H,F ). Then for any closed normal subgroup H
′ of G, there exists
a unique G-g.o. Finsler metric F ′ on G/HH ′, defined by submersion from the natural
projection from G/H to G/HH ′ and the metric F on G/H.
The requirement for G in Lemma 3.6 guaranteed that H is compact. So H ′H is a
closed subgroup of G, and then G/H ′H is a smooth coset space. We identify G/HH ′
with the orbit space H ′\G/H for the isometries of all left H ′-actions on G/H, then
Lemma 2.2 provides a metric F ′ on H ′\G/H = G/H ′H. Proving this F ′ meets the
requirements in the lemma is easy, so we omit it here. See Theorem 3.5 and its proof
in [32].
In later discussion, we will also use the following submersion technique.
Lemma 3.7. Let (G/H,F ) be a connected G-g.o. Finsler space in which both G and
H are connected. Suppose that H ′ is a closed connected subgroup of G such that H is
normal in H ′. Then there exists a G-g.o. Finsler metric F ′ on G/H ′, such that the
natural projection from (G/H,F ) to (G/H ′, F ′) is a submersion.
Proof. The left G-multiplications and right H ′-multiplications on G induce two con-
nected Lie groups of diffeomorphisms on G/H, i.e., left G-actions and right H ′-actions,
which commute with each other. Since (G/H,F ) is G-g.o., by Lemma 3.2, right H ′-
actions on G/H are also isometries. The orbit space of right H ′-actions on G/H is the
smooth coset space G/H ′, and the quotient map coincides with the natural projection
pi : G/H → G/H ′. By Lemma 2.2, there exists a Finsler metric F ′ on G/H ′ induced
by submersion and the metric F . By the uniqueness of this F ′, left G-actions on G/H
induce isometries on (G/H ′, F ′), i.e., F ′ is G-invariant.
To prove F ′ is G-g.o., we consider any constant speed geodesic c2(t) on (G/H
′, F ′).
Denote x′ = c2(0) and x any point in pi
−1(x′), then there exists a unique horizonal
lifting c1(t) of c2(t) such that c1(t) is a constant speed geodesic with c2(0) = x. Since
(G/H,F ) is G-g.o., we can find a vector u ∈ g, such that c1(t) = exp tu · x. Then we
also have c2(t) = exp tu · x′ for all t ∈ R. So (G/H ′, F ′) is G-g.o., which ends the proof
of this lemma.
4. A special class of non-negatively curved g.o. Finsler spaces
As the preparation for proving Theorem 1.3, we will use the totally geodesic and
submersion techniques in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 to prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.1. Assume (G/H,F ) is a connected G-g.o. Finsler space satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) g = Lie(G) is a real reductive Lie algebra, h = Lie(H) is compact, and rkg ≤
rkh+ 1;
(2) (G/H,F ) has non-negative flag curvature.
Then g is a compact Lie algebra.
Proof. For simplicity, we may assume G and H are connected, i.e., replace G and H
with their identity components G0 and H0 respectively, because F induces a locally
isometric G-g.o. Finsler metric on G0/H0, meeting all requirements in the theorem.
We denote g = c(g) ⊕ gc ⊕ gnc the decomposition for the real reductive g. We
can find a maximal compactly imbedded subalgebra k = c(g) ⊕ gc ⊕ knc such that
h ⊂ k. Denote g = k + p and gu = k + √−1p the Cartan decompositions for g and
gu respectively, where p is the Bg-orthogonal complement of knc in gnc. Let m1 be the
Bg-orthogonal complement of h in k, then we have a Bg-orthogonal Ad(H)-invariant
linear decomposition
g = h+m1 + p.
We choose a Cartan subalgebra th of h, extend it to a Cartan subalgebra tk of k, and
extend it again to a Cartan subalgebra t of g. This t satisfies
t = t ∩ h+ t ∩m1 + t ∩ p.
Correspondingly, we have the Cartan subalgebra tu = t ∩ k + √−1t ∩ p of gu, with
respect to which, we have the root plane decomposition
gu = tu +
∑
α∈∆
gu±α,
where ∆ ⊂ (tu)∗ is the root system and gu±α are root planes.
Now we prove Theorem 4.1 by an induction for rkh.
Firstly, we prove the lemma when rkh ≤ 1. When rkh = 0, i.e., H = {e}, F is a
G-g.o. left invariant Finsler metric on G. By Lemma 3.3, g must be compact.
When rkh = 1, by the rank inequality in (1) of Theorem 4.1, we have rkg ≤ 2. All
the possible non-compact g’s can be sorted as following.
Case 1: rkh = rkk = rkg = 1.
In this case, (G/H,F ) is a hyperbolic plane, i.e., G/H = SL(2,R)/SO(2) and F is
a Riemannian metric with negative constant curvature. This is a contradiction to (2)
of Theorem 4.1.
Case 2: rkk < rkg = 2 and h = k.
In this case, (G/H,F ) is a globally symmetric Finsler space of non-compact type. It
has negative Ricci scalar, contradicting (2) of Theorem 4.1.
Case 3: rkk < rkg and h 6= k.
In this case, there are two possibilities, i.e., either
g = sl(3,R), k = so(3) and h = so(2),
where h corresponds to a 2× 2-block, or
g = sl(2,C), k = su(2) and h = so(2).
For both possibilities, there exists a subalgebra g′ = sl(2,R) of g which contains h.
Denote G′ the connected subgroup of G generated by g′. By Lemma 2.6 and Lemma
3.5, (G′/H,F |G′/H) is totally geodesic in (G/H,F ), and non-negatively curved itself.
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On the other hand, (G′/H,F |G′/H) is the hyperbolic plane with negative constant
curvature. This is a contradiction.
Case 4: rkk = rkg = 2, g is not simple and h = R.
In this case, the non-compact Lie algebra g must have an ideal g1 = sl(2,R). Then
the subalgebra g′ = h + g1 is either sl(2,R) ⊕ R or sl(2,R). Denote G′ the connected
subgroup generated by g′. By Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 3.5, (G′/H,F |G′/H) is a totally
geodesic submanifold in (G/H,F ), and a non-negatively curve G′-g.o. Finsler space
itself. Let t′ be a Cartan subalgebra of g′ containing h and T ′ the corresponding
connected subgroup generated by t′. By Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 3.7, there exists a
non-negatively curved homogeneous Finsler metric F ′ on G′/T ′ defined by submersion.
On the other hand, (G′/T ′, F ′) is the hyperbolic plane with negative constant curvature.
This is a contradiction.
Case 5: rkk = rkg = 2, g is not simple and h = su(2).
In this case, g = sl(2,R) ⊕ su(2) and h is the su(2)-factor in g. Then F is locally
isometric to a left invariant Finsler metric on the Lie group SL(2,R), which is g.o. with
respect to all left multiplications. This is a contradiction to Lemma 3.3 because sl(2,R)
is not compact.
Case 6: rkk = rkg = 2, g is simple, and h = R.
In this case, we can find a subalgebra g′ = t+
√−1gu±α = sl(2,R)⊕R ⊂ g, in which
gu±α is a root plane of g
u contained in
√−1p. Let G′ be connected subgroup of G gen-
erated by g′, then G′ contains H, and by Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 3.5, (G′/H,F |G′/H) is
a totally geodesic submanifold in (G/H,F ) and a non-negatively curved G′-g.o. Finsler
space itself. We have discussed it in Case 4 and find a contradiction.
Case 7: rkk = rkg = 2, g is simple, and h = su(2) is an ideal of k.
By Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 3.7, there exists a non-negatively curved homogeneous
Finsler metric F ′ on G/K defined by submersion. But (G/K,F ′) is a globally symmet-
ric Finsler space of non-compact type. This is a contradiction because (G/K,F ′) has
negative Ricci scalar.
Case 8: rkk = rkg = 2, g is simple and h = su(2) is not an ideal of k.
In this final case, only two possibilities remains.
Subcase 8.1 g = sp(2), k = sp(1)⊕ sp(1) and h = sp(1) diagonally imbedded in k.
Let TH be the maximal torus in H generated by th = t ∩ h. The restriction of F to
the fixed point set Fixo(TH , G/H) is locally isometric to a left invariant Finsler metric
on the Lie group SL(2,R), which is g.o. with respect to all left multiplications. This is
a contradiction to Lemma 3.3 because sl(2,R) is not compact.
Subcase 8.2: g = G2, k = su(2)⊕ su(2) and h = su(2) diagonally imbedded in k.
We can find a long root α and a short root β for k, such that th = ker(α − β).
Notice that 12α +
3
2β and
1
2α − 12β are an orthogonal pair of roots in ∆. We can find
an element g ∈ TH = exp th, such that Ad(g) coincides with the identity map Id when
restricted to gu
±( 1
2
α+ 3
2
β))
and gu
±( 1
2
α− 1
2
β)
, and and −Id when restricted to any other root
plane in gu. By Lemma 3.4, the fixed point set (Fixo(g,G/H), F |Fixo(g,G/H)) is a non-
negatively curved totally geodesic submanifold in (G/H,F ), and it is locally isometric
to an SL(2,R)×SL(2,R)-g.o. metric on (SL(2,R)×SL(2,R))/(SO(2)×{I}). This is
a situation which has been discussed in Case 4 where we have found a contradiction.
To summarize, we have proved by contradiction that g must be compact, i.e., the
theorem is valid, when rkh = 1.
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Nextly, we assume that the theorem is valid when rkh = n− 1 with n > 1 and then
prove the case rkh = n by contradiction.
We assume conversely that g is not compact when rkh = n. Let α ∈ ∆ ⊂ (tu)∗ be
a root of gu such that the root plane gu±α is not contained in k. The codimension of
kerα ∩ th in t is 1 or 2, when rkg = n or n+ 1 respectively. So kerα ∩ th always has a
positive dimension.
Let T ′ be any one-dimension sub-torus in T generated by a line t′ ⊂ kerα ∩ th, and
G′ = (CG(T
′))0/T
′ the identity component of CG(T
′)/T ′. The Lie algebra g′ = Lie(G′)
is a real reductive Lie algebra with rkg′ = rkg− 1.
By Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 3.4, the fixed point set (Fixo(T
′, G/H), F |Fixo(T ′,G/H)) is
a totally geodesic submanifold in (G/H,F ), and a non-negatively curved G′-g.o. Finsler
space itself. If we present Fixo(T
′, G/H) as G′/H ′, H ′ = ((CG(T
′))0∩H)/T ′ is compact
because H is compact and CG(T
′) is closed in G. The rank of h′ = Lie(H ′) = ch(t′)/t
′
is n − 1. So the rank inequality rkg′ ≤ rkh′ + 1 is satisfied. The inductive assumption
claim g′ is compact. But this is not true because of the root plane gu±α.
To summarize, we see the theorem is valid when rkh = n, which ends the proof by
induction.
At the end of this section, we remark that Theorem 4.1 answers the following question
positively in a special case.
Question 4.2. Let (M,F ) be a connected simply connected g.o. Finsler manifold which
has non-negative flag curvature. Then can we find a quasi-compact Lie group acting
isometrically and transitively on (M,F )?
More generally, we may ask
Question 4.3. Let (M,F ) be a connected simply connected homogeneous Finsler man-
ifold which has non-negative flag curvature. Then can we find a quasi-compact Lie
group acting isometrically and transitively on (M,F )?
Until now, these questions are still open except in some special cases. For exam-
ple, we can answer Question 4.2 positively when (M,F ) is normal homogeneous or
δ-homogeneous, by Theorem 3.6 in [36] or the Finsler version of Corollary 4.6 in [34].
We can answer Question 4.3 positively when (M,F ) is Riemannian by the splitting
theorem, or when (M,F ) is positively curved by Bonnet-Myers theorem.
5. Proof of Theorem 1.3
In this section, we consider a homogeneous Finsler space (G/H,F ) with dimG/H > 1
satisfying the following requirements:
(1) G is a closed connected subgroup of I0(G/H,F );
(2) (G/H,F ) is G-g.o.;
(3) (G/H,F ) has non-negatively flag curvature and satisfies the (FP) conditions.
The condition (1) is equivalent to the following,
G acts effectively on G/H and the isotropy subgroup H is compact.
So if we change H with its identity component H0 and F with the locally isometric F˜
that F induces on G/H0, (1) is still valid. The conditions (2) and (3) are not affected
by this change because they are only relevant to the local geometry and the Lie algebra.
To summarize, for simplicity of later discussion, we may further assume H is connected.
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We fix the Bg-orthogonal reductive decomposition g = h + m. Then the nilradical
n = nil(g) is contained in m.
5.1. Real reductiveness of g.
Lemma 5.1. Keep all assumptions and notations of this section. Then g is a real
reductive Lie algebra with dim c(g) ≤ 1.
Proof. Denote r and n the radical and nilradical of g respectively. Let s = sc ⊕ snc be
a Levi subalgebra of g, in which sc and snc are the compact and non-compact parts of
s respectively.
Firstly, we prove
Claim 1: dim n ≤ 1 and [s, n] = 0.
We assume conversely that dim n > 1. Let N = Nil(G) be the connected normal
subgroup of G generated by n. Then G′ = NH is connected subgroup of G contain-
ing H. By Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 3.5, (G′/H,F |G′/H) is a flagwise positively and
non-negatively curved totally geodesic submanifold in (G/H,F ). On the other hand,
(G′/H,FG′/H) is locally isometric to the nilpotent Lie group N endowed with a left
invariant Finsler metric F ′′. If N is not Abelian, the flag curvature of (N,F ′′) is nega-
tive somewhere (see Theorem 1.1 in [20]), which contradicts the non-negatively curved
condition. If N is Abelian, (N,F ′′) is flat, which contradicts the (FP) condition. To
summarize, this argument proves dim n ≤ 1.
We continue to prove [s, n] = 0.
If dim n = 0, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, we consider the restriction of
ad(s)-actions from n to n. It defines Lie algebra endomorphism from s to R, which
must vanish. So we get [s, n] = 0.
This ends the proof of Claim 1.
Secondly, we prove
Claim 2: dim r ≤ 2 and [s, r] = 0.
Assume conversely that dim r > 2. It implies n 6= 0, so by Claim 1, dim n = 1. The
restriction of ad(r) from n to n are real scalar changes. So there exists a nonzero vector
u ∈ r\n, such that [u, n] = 0. Since [g, r] ⊂ n, n′ = Ru + n is a nilpotent ideal of g
bigger than n. This is a contradiction. To summarize, we have proved dim r ≤ 2.
We continue to prove [s, r] = 0. This has already been proved when r = n. So we only
need to consider the case that dim r = 2 and dimn = 1. Since [s, r] ⊂ n and [s, n] = 0,
the restriction of ad(s)-actions from r to r defines a Lie algebra endomorphism from
the semi-simple Lie algebra s to R, which must vanish. So we get [s, r] = 0, and end
the proof of Claim 2.
Finally, we prove
Claim 3: dim r ≤ 1.
Assume conversely that dim r = 2, then we also have dimn = 1. Since H is compact
and Ad(H) preserves the one-dimensional n, we must have [h, n] = 0, and then h ⊂ s+n.
By Claim 2, we have the Lie algebra direct sum g = s⊕ r = sc ⊕ snc ⊕ r. It is obvious
to see that Bg(h, r) = 0, i.e. r ⊂ m has a zero intersection with h.
Let R = Rad(G) be the closed normal solvable subgroup of G generated by r. Then
G′ = RH is a connected Lie group containing H. By Lemma 3.5, (G′/H,F |G′/H) is a
G′-g.o. Finsler space. Since R and H commutes, H is normal in G′, (G′/H,F |G′/H) is
G′/H-g.o. as well, i.e., it is locally isometric to the Lie group R endowed with a left
invariant R-g.o. Finsler metric. By Lemma 3.3, r is compact. But this is not true.
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To summarize, we get dim r ≤ 1 by contradiction, and ends the proof of Claim 3.
Summarizing Claim 2 and Claim 3, Lemma 5.1 follows easily.
We remark that, with the extra curvature conditions, Lemma 5.1 strengthens the
results in [32], where we have proved n has a step size at most two, and [snc, r] = 0.
5.2. Rank inequality. We keep all assumptions and notations in this section. By
Lemma 5.1, g is a real reductive Lie algebra with dim c(g) ≤ 1.
In this subsection, we first prove the rank inequality.
Lemma 5.2. Keep all assumptions and notations in this section, then rkg ≤ rkh+ 1.
Proof. Let TH be the maximal torus subgroup in H, and G
′ the identity component of
the centralizer CG(TH) of TH in G. By Lemma 3.4, the fixed point set Fixo(TH , G/H)
is a totally geodesic submanifold, and (Fixo(TH , G/H), F |Fixo(TH ,G/H)) is G′-g.o., and
as we have observed, g.o. with respect to the quotient group G′′ = G′/TH as well.
Since G′ ∩H has the same Lie algebra as TH , i.e. (G′ ∩H)/TH is a finite group, the
restriction of F to Fixo(TH , G/H) = G
′/G′∩H = G′′/((G′∩H)/TH) is locally isometric
to a G′′-g.o. left invariant Finsler metric F ′′ on G′′. By Lemma 3.3, g′′ = Lie(G′′) is
compact and F ′′ is bi-invariant. Any maximal torus T ′′ ⊂ G′′, which can be viewed
as the fixed point set of T ′′ ⊂ ∆G′′ in G′′ = G′′ × G′′/∆G′′, is a totally geodesic flat
Finsler submanifold in (G′′, F ′′).
Assume conversely that rkg > rk(h) + 1, then dimT ′′ = rkg′′ = rkg − rkh > 1. By
Lemma 2.6, (T ′′, F |T ′′) satisfies the (FP) condition. This is a contradiction because
(T ′′, F |T ′′) is flat.
To summarize, this ends the proof of Lemma 5.2.
Then we apply Lemma 5.2 to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. We keep all assumptions and notations in this section. If c(g) 6= 0, then
h is not contained in [g, g].
Proof. We denote g = c(g)⊕gc⊕gnc the Lie algebra direct sum previously mentioned,
then [g, g] = gc ⊕ gnc.
Assume conversely that c(g) 6= 0 and h ⊂ [g, g]. By the rank inequality, dim c(g) = 1
and rkh = rkgc + rkgnc, there exists Cartan subalgebras tc and tnc in gc and gnc
respectively, such that tc + tnc is a Cartan subalgebra of h.
We can also find a maximal compactly imbedded subalgebra knc in gnc such that
h ⊂ gc + knc. We have Cartan decompositions gnc = knc+ pnc and gunc = knc +
√−1pnc.
With respect to tc and tnc, we have the following root plane decompositions
gc = tc +
∑
α∈∆c
gc;±α, and
gunc = tnc +
∑
α∈∆unc
gunc;±α,
where ∆c ⊂ t∗c and ∆unc ⊂ t∗nc are root systems, and gc;±α and gunc;±α are root planes.
We first prove
Claim 1: gnc = 0.
Assume conversely that gnc 6= 0, then there exists a root α ∈ ∆unc ∈ t∗nc, such that the
root plane gunc;±α is contained in
√−1pnc. Let T ′ be the sub-torus in H generated by
t′ = tc+kerα. By Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 3.4, the restriction of F to the fixed point set
Fixo(T
′, G/H) is locally isometric to a non-negatively curved SL(2,R)×R-g.o. Finsler
metric on (SL(2,R) × R)/(SO(2) × {0}). But this is impossible by Theorem 4.1.
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This ends the proof of Claim 1.
Then we prove
Claim 2: gc ⊂ h.
Assume conversely that gc is not contained in h. Then we can find a root α ∈ ∆c, such
that the root plane gc;±α is not contained in h. Let T
′ be the sub-torus in H generated
by t′ = kerα. By Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 3.4, the restriction of F to the fixed point
set Fixo(T
′, G/H) is locally isometric to a homogeneous Finsler metric F ′ on (SO(3)×
R)/(SO(2)×{0}) satisfying the (FP) condition. Since ((SO(3)×R)/(SO(2)×{0}), F ′)
is a rank two globally symmetric Finsler space, by Lemma 2.7, it can not satisfy the
(FP) condition. This is a contradiction ends the proof of Claim 2.
Summarizing the two claims, we see that dimG/H = 1, contradicting the dimension
assumption dimG/H > 1.
This ends the proof of Lemma 5.3.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 1.3 and its corollary. Now we summarize above argument
to prove Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3.
Firstly, we prove the the statement for the compactness.
Let (M,F ) with dimM > 1 be a g.o. Finsler space which has non-negative flag
curvature and satisfies the (FP) condition. We denote G′ = I0(M,F ) its connected
isometry group. Then by Lemma 5.1, g′ = Lie(G′) is a real reductive Lie algebra with
dim c(g′) ≤ 1. If we present M as M = G′/H ′, then the isotropy subgroup H ′ at
o = eH ′ is compact. By Lemma 5.2, we have the rank inequality rkg′ ≤ rkh′ + 1. So
by Theorem 4.1, we see that g′ is compact. If g′ is semi-simple, G is compact itself.
Otherwise g′ = g′′⊕R, in which g′′ is a compact semi-simple subalgebra. By Lemma 5.3,
h′ is not contained in g′′, so the compact subgroup G′′ generated by g′′ acts transitively
on M . To summarize, in both cases, M admits the transitive action of a compact Lie
group, so M is compact.
Nextly, we prove the statement for the rank inequality. Let G be a quasi-compact
Lie group, with the compact Lie algebra g, which acts isometrically and transitively
on (M,F ), and H the corresponding isotropy subgroup, which Lie algebra h is also
compact. We may further assume that G acts effectively, i.e., g ⊂ g′ and h = h′ ∩ g,
because changing G and H with their images in G′ = I0(M,F ) does not change the
value of rkg− rkh.
We can find Cartan subalgebras t′1 and t
′
2 of g
′, such that t′1 ∩ h′ and t′2 ∩ g are
Cartan subalgebras of h′ and g respectively. We can find an element g ∈ G′, such
that Ad(g)t′1 = t
′
2. Since G acts transitively on M = G
′/H ′, we can find g1 ∈ H ′ and
g2 ∈ G, such that g = g−12 g1. Then for the Cartan subalgebra t = Ad(g1)t′1 = Ad(g2)t′2,
t ∩ h′ and t ∩ g are Cartan subalgebras of h′ and g respectively. By Lemma 5.2,
dim t′ − dim t′ ∩ h′ = rkg′ − rkh′ ≤ 1, so we have
rkg− rkh ≤ dim t′ ∩ g− dim t′ ∩ h ≤ dim t′ − dim t′ ∩ h′
= rkg′ − rkh′ ≤ 1,
which proves the rank inequality for G and H.
This ends the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Notice that for any compact connected Lie group G and its closed subgroup H, G/H
has a positive Euler number iff rkg = rkh. So for G and H in Theorem 1.3, rkg− rkh
equals 0 or 1, when dimM is even or odd respectively.
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As an application for Theorem 1.3, we discuss an even dimensional g.o. Finsler space
(M,F ) which has non-negative flag curvature and satisfies the (FP) condition.
By Theorem 1.3, we can find a compact Lie group G ⊂ I0(M,F ) which acts transi-
tively on M . If we denote M = G/H, then we have rkg = rkh by the rank inequality
in Theorem 1.3 and the assumption that dimM is even.
Let t be a Cartan subalgebra of g contained in h. Then we have the root plane
decompositions of g and h with respect to t. A root α of g belongs to h iff g±α ⊂ h,
i.e., the root plane g±α of g is also a root plane of h.
Lemma 5.4. Keep all above assumptions and notations for an even dimensional g.o.
Finsler space (M,F ) which has non-negative flag curvature and satisfies the (FP) con-
dition. Then there do not exist a pair of linearly independent roots α and β, such that
they are not roots of h and α± β are not roots of g.
Proof. Assume conversely that there exists such a pair of roots α and β as indicated
in the lemma. Denote T ′ the sub-torus generated by t′ = kerα ∩ kerβ. By Lemma
2.6, then the restriction of F to Fixo(T
′,M) is locally isometric to an SO(3)× SO(3)-
invariant metric F ′ on M ′ = S2 × S2 = (SO(3) × SO(3))/(SO(2) × SO(2)) which has
non-negative flag curvature and satisfies the (FP) condition. But (M ′, F ′) is a rank two
globally symmetric Finsler space. By Lemma 2.7, it can not satisfy the (FP) condition.
This is a contradiction, which ends the proof of this lemma.
By Lemma 5.4 and the algebraic argument in [26, 33], we see that G/H belongs to
the classification list of even dimensional positively curved homogeneous Riemannian
or Finsler manifolds, i.e.,
SO(2n + 1)/SO(2n), G2/SU(3), SU(n)/S(U(n − 1)U(1)),
Sp(n)/Sp(n− 1)U(1), Sp(n)/Sp(n − 1)Sp(1), F4/Spin(9), (5.3)
SU(3)/T 2, Sp(3)/Sp(1)3, F4/Spin(8). (5.4)
On each coset spaces in (5.3), we can find positively curved G-normal homogeneous
Riemannian metrics. However, the three Wallach spaces in (5.4) do not admit posi-
tively curved G-g.o. homogeneous Riemannian metrics [5, 6]. Unlike the rareness of
g.o. Riemannian metrics on the Wallach spaces, there are too many Finsler ones to
be completely classified. Until now, we can not determine if the three Wallach spaces
admit g.o. Finsler metrics metrics which are either positively curved or satisfy the
requirement in Theorem 1.3.
At the end, we summarize above application to the following corollary.
Corollary 5.5. Any connected even dimensional g.o. Finsler space which has non-
negative flag curvature and satisfies the (FP) condition must be a compact smooth coset
space which admits positively curved homogeneous Riemannian or Finsler metrics.
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